Thank you for checking out the August issue of Indie Hell Zone! Back in August, I dressed up the site a bit
and made a proper logo for it. I’ve done a bit more to establish Brand™ since then. You’ll notice when
reading through is that I mentioned Ludum Dare 39 a bunch. I kept planning to check out the games
made, but I ultimately didn’t; I thought the jam’s theme was too ordinary and there wasn’t a lot of room
for interpretation.
If you enjoy reading the content on Indie Hell Zone or enjoy my content in general, consider supporting
my Patreon, like these kind fellows:
•

Alwyn E.

•

Clarissa C.

•

Samantha D.

•

Alex C.

•

Sierra C.

Anyway, read on I guess. The title image is based on Slime Time.
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ROGUELIGHT
One of the basic scenarios for a roguelike is of a hero plunging into the unknown dark depths of some
sort of dungeon that's filled with danger. However, the most threatening danger in this game aren't the
monsters, but the darkness itself.

Roguelight is made by Daniel Linssen, which he considers to be his best game if the set-up on his
itch.io page seems to say. As the name indicates, it's a roguelike with light being a big focus. You spend
the game going deeper into the dark underground, the environment getting darker with each floor,
hiding any and all threats.
What can you do to navigate the darkness, besides the few torches here or there? Your
character comes packed with a few arrows that they alight. If they keep the arrow notched, they can
walk around with it as a makeshift torch. Eventually, that light will fade away, which forces you to let
loose your current arrow so you can light a new one. Arrows will still provide small patches of light
where they land and if they hit a lantern, it creates a permanent light fixture along with some cash.
Of course, it's not a roguelike without enemies. Cloaked ghouls are found shambling around in
the dark and while their movement is predictable, the actual challenge is spotting them in time before
they run into you, as they're pretty much invisible without any illumination. The flying skeleton enemies
- also capable of being cloaked in darkness - are a bit more dangerous, having more freedom in moving
and using that freedom to try to home in on you. You could always use an arrow to kill them if you're
backed into a corner or looking for money, but keep in mind that it's one less light to depend on in the
future.

To "get good" at the game, you're going to have to manage your arrows carefully. Would you
like to waste your arrows on lighting lanterns and killing enemies to grind for money, hoping that you'll
find arrow refills in the dark? Or maybe you'll use the arrows strictly as a light source, avoiding having to
shoot until the light goes out to get the most use out of them. Good conservation saves you from
wandering in the dark where enemies and spikes can't be seen, which can be an outright death sentence
on the lower floors, where natural lighting is far less common.

After an inevitable death, you get to shop around with the money you got that run to get
upgrades that will make later runs a bit easier. Any coins that you don't spend simply get trashed, so
you're still incentivized to play good to get the more high-end upgrades instead of just sort of throwing
yourself against the wall over and over until you make enough cash.
Roguelight's Gameboy palette is used well to fit the game's mood, mostly leaning toward the
darker colors even in illuminated areas. The game goes on to add details to provide some variety, with
grass growing out of stone blocks that come in different varieties, vines hanging down from ceilings
while fireflies fly about. There's this oppressive drone that plays for most of the game and while I don't
think it's particularly memorable, it helps add to the game's atmosphere.

While I like the game's mechanics, there aren't really any curveballs thrown at you until the
seventh floor. The seventh floor's a sort of boss battle where you're chased by a tough skeleton in the
style of that ghost from Spelunky, who hits pretty hard on touch and can't be shot. Instead, you're
presented with the ultimate test in navigating the darkness: looking for four big lanterns to shoot, which
forces you to look everywhere as opposed to simply looking for a way out of the level.
I wasn't keeping track of how long it took me to play through this game, but I'd say that it'd take
a few hours to get all the upgrades and beat the game at least once. Roguelight's real easy to get into
and provides a nice challenge, though aside from trying to speedrun this game, there isn't a lot of replay
value once you finish everything.

SLIME TIME

In Incredible Ape's Slime Time, you are the world's richest CEO and one of your companies has
created a horrible toxic mess that's made mutants in the sewers. What happens to you? Do you just
shrug off any accusations of wrongdoing, pay the fines that are incredible minuscule to your wealth and
go back to what you were already doing? Do you pretend to make a stand for the environment and
condemn the average person for ruining the planet when it's actually your own fault?
No. Apparently, this is a world where CEO crimes have consequences and your character is
actually taking responsibility. In fact, you don't even rely on some middle-man to fix the problem. You
take a suit capable of shooting lasers in all directions that your company was working on and head off to
the sewers to fix the slime creature problem your own damn self. Truly this is a game rooted in fantasy.
Slime Time is an arcadey bullet hell type game where you try to destroy as much of the waste as
possible before your inevitable death. The controls are real simple, requiring only the use of arrow keys.
You move around by propelling yourself with bullets like a three-directional Downwell, pressing up or
down pushing you up with a downward blast, pressing left causing you to shoot right and vice-versa.
There are four threats to deal with in the sewer. Pipes poke through the sides of the wall and
they blast a wave of toxic energy, which is an instant kill like the toxic waste at the bottom, forcing you
to always keep yourself hovering. Then there are the sewer monsters, who fire off a ring of bullets - they

don't kill you instantly, but they also interrupt your combos. Lastly, there are vials that hop out of the
sludge, that burst into a bullet pattern when shattered. This last threat can easily be broken, even by
accident, but it simultaneously makes it the most dangerous as you can inadvertently create a ring of
bullets to dodge when you're just trying to get around.
The game gets real frantic as the threats start stacking up with each other, unattended pipes
choking off the space you can fly through as you inadvertently break vials, their bullets combining with
the sewer monsters. Failure is inevitable, but the real challenge is getting the highest scores possible. To
get higher scores, you have to build up a combo by consecutively breaking things without taking any
damage - the true bullet hell experience. I feel that you have less control than you would have in an
ordinary bullet hell game, with gravity constantly dragging you down and all, but it's still pretty good.

There's also that Extreme mode you can try out. Instead of just sort of easing you into things
with a pipe like the normal game, it immediately starts throwing multiple threats at you, pretty much
becoming a bullet hell from the start. I mean, it's Extreme alright, but ultimately it isn't too different
from playing the normal mode for a minute.
I really like the palette of this game, I'm not sure why, but a combination of green and purple
just makes things come off as alien. Is this a universal thing, is that why aliens are sometimes imagined
as strange green men? There's a lot of polish in the visual department, like with how gooey the waste

under you and the background look when its animated and how your shots colliding into the wall blink
into light while enemy projectiles splatters.
Slime Time's a fun time that looks good and feels good. It's also pay-what-you-want, so I see no
reason to not pick it up and give it a try.

A SHORT HISTORY OF NUCLEAR THRONE
This article is unusual in that it’s the only one that’s been part of a suggestion so far. Alwyn E.
suggested writing an article on the history of Nuclear Throne, since it happened to be a game we both
liked. And so, here’s a short-run down on Nuclear Throne.

The story of Nuclear Throne's fruition starts not with the developers that made it, but with
Mojang. Mojang is of course mostly known as the developer studio for Minecraft, now a first-party
studio for Microsoft. In 2012 and 2013, then-independent Mojang had partnered with Humble Bundle to
hold the Mojam. It was an event where Mojang and other developers participate in a game jam to
produce games that would then be sold in a bundle for charity.
One of the participating developers in the 2013 jam was Vlambeer. Vlambeer is a two-person
studio, consisting of Rami Ismail and Jan Willen Nijman; the company also gets the aid of freelancers,
most commonly that of artist Paul Veer and music man Jukio Kallio (who at the time produced under
"Kozelik" but now goes by "Kuabee"). Having previously made Super Crate Box and Radical Fishing, the
studio became known for punchy, arcade-like gameplay.
The jam ruled that the games should be based on some keywords a bunch that people had
voted on. Among these words were "nuclear" and "endless" - two words that were appropriate to
describe Vlambeer's offering, Wasteland Kings.
Wasteland Kings was a top-down roguelike shooter, though it wasn't the first time Vlambeer
toyed around with the idea of one. In 2012, Vlambeer made Gun Godz, a pixelated first-person shooter
with a fascination for aggression, releasing as a free game in support of Venus Patrol. While the final
result ended up being something like a Wolfenstein 3D-like with fresh aesthetics and sensibilities, it

wasn't always the case. According to a post-mortem for the game, Gun Godz was originally envisioned as
a top-down roguelike shooter. However, the team wasn't sure how to go about it, leading to the FPS
reapproach.
An interesting aspect to mention from this early version of Gun Godz was that the player would
constantly be pursued by the police on the way to the end of the level. This aspect would end up being
realized in Nuclear Throne through a faction of time-traveling, dimension hopping police enemies called
the IDPD, who start pursuing the player after the player beats the final boss and chooses to loop back to
the start. One character in particular is cursed to always have the IDPD chase her from the beginning of
the run, which may be close to the original ideal of Gun Godz.

So, the Wasteland Kings prototype. While it was originally part of the Mojam Bundle, Vlambeer
now has it up for free, so I checked that out and you may as well too while you're at it. The basic
conventions that Nuclear Throne would later be built on is all there. You pick a character to run around
the wasteland, each one with a special ability that's used with right-click. There are four types of ammo
the game's weapons run on (though the game leans more toward bullet using weapons), with some
melee weapons also thrown into the mix. You get these weapons from random drops and red chests
and you use this arsenal to clear the level of enemies, creating a portal that takes you to the next one,
the number of enemies you face increasing with each level. The enemies and canisters hold radiation
that act as an EXP system that lets you get new perks in-between levels, such as making enemies more
likely to drop things and increasing the range of melee weapons.
Of course, there are differences with the final game, besides the lack of polish. The fifth weapon
type of energy weapons did not exist, walls were completely durable instead of being destructible like
everything else in the wasteland, the second world went on for three levels instead of being a one-stage
transition to the next world, the junkyard looked strangely clean and devoid of the exploding cars and
awful ravens that would help characterize it, etc. There were also no bosses that forced the player to
scramble around, just the goal of beating the enemies. Speaking of which, the goal of reaching the
Throne was not present, likely not even envisioned at all at the time - just the endless game of beating
as many enemies as possible before dying.
That doesn't mean the prototype's bad. In fact, the gameplay is pretty satisfying. Maybe if
you're thinking about getting Nuclear Throne but still on the fence about it, you could check this out as a

sort of demo. It's not too representative of the game, but I think it's representative of the general
experience you'd be getting.
So yeah, Wasteland Kings is pretty good. It's not hard to see why Vlambeer decided to take it
and develop it further. In August 2013, Wasteland Kings was announced to be put up on Steam Early
Access, for the sake of getting feedback from early players. In that same month, the game was also
announced to be ported to PS4 and PS Vita.
About a month or so later, at Eurogamer Expo 2013, it was announced that Wasteland Kings
would now be known as Nuclear Throne. The reasoning for the name change was because of inXile
Entertainment. The studio was developing Wasteland 2 and there were concerns that Vlambeer's game
would be confused as an installment for that franchise. Rather than deal with the trivial problems of
copyright, they opted for the name change. At the same expo, Ismail showed off progress of the game,
showing the evolution of the character select screen, early versions of the tracks that'd be heard in the
final game and bosses.

Development on the newly-christened Nuclear Throne went on. The game started having weekly
updates, fixing glitches and polishing the experience based on feedback from Early Access players and
gradually introducing more content. To go along with the open development process, Vlambeer did
streams on Twitch. Streaming on Tuesdays and Thursdays, the team showed off development and
gameplay, helping foster a community on Twitch. Unfortunately, aside from a few clips, the Vlambeer
Twitch channel doesn't have past recordings saved up. As far as I know, none of these streams were
mirrored to other sites.

While there isn't any official recordings of Nuclear Throne available for viewing, there's plenty of
footage for older versions of the game. Let's players that bought the game during its Early Access period
have plenty of videos, both for entertainment and as documents of the game's development history.
One of the most prominent let's players is SLEEPCYCLES, who has played the game since before the first
update to well after the game formally released. Another prominent content creator was
SmiteTV/Smight, who had run a tournament where players raced each other to the throne. #esports
Nuclear Throne was finally moved out of Early Access on December 5th, 2015, alongside a 96th
update and the game's launch on PlayStation systems. The game would further update, but at a much
slower rate, mainly focusing on bug fixes and the like.
People still wait for a 99th update. Update 99 has hit many walls, especially since the update's
intended to go up on all platforms simultaneously. It's been sent to Sony for certification a few times
and as of this writing, it hasn't seemed to have gone through.
While the game's in a bit of a rut when it comes to official updates, there's been growth from
the fan community, which has a modding scene. The most notable fan mod is the Nuclear Throne
Together mod by YellowAfterlife, whose biggest feature is online multiplayer. While the base game does
have co-op, it is local only and regarded to be somewhat glitchy. The mod elevated that, while also fixing
some of the co-op glitches and being compatible with other mods.
Nuclear Throne has never been on sale ever since it was released. The justification for this was
that if the game was on sale, people would be buying it because it was cheaper, not because of the
game's own merits. While I feel that some people would find that reasoning to be ridiculous, as
someone that's impulse bought things because they were cheap and haven't gotten around to playing
them yet, I understand completely. That said, Nuclear Throne has been part of bundles, heading back to
where it was technically born for a Humble Bundle or two, as well as being part of itch.io's A Good
Bundle.
What does the future hold for Nuclear Throne? Well, probably nothing major. We may
eventually get the 99th update, maybe more. The game as it is though is pretty great, a satisfying timewaster that's worth the years of development put into it. It may never go on sale, but it's a game worth
buying at full price.

A GROWING ADVENTURE
Ludum Dare 39 finished up a while ago and is currently in the phase where people can play and
rate the games. The jam's theme was "Running Out of Power," which has resulted in a bunch of games
revolving around, well, power. I would like to look at some stuff from this jam soon, preferably the stuff
I got real excited about.

But I won't be looking at a Ludum Dare 39 game today! Once again, we're looking at an entry
from the 38th jam. I've previously looked at Bureaucratic Deity Simulator 2018 and Little Lands, games
that revolved around the theme of "A Small World." Today, we look at a simple RPG that itch.io
recommended to me called A Growing Adventure.
A Growing Adventure is by FrankieSmileShow, made in GameMaker. The game was rather open
with its development, as you can download the game's source files and check out the dev's Twitch and
see recordings of his streams working on this. Also, hey, the guy's working on Barkley Shut Up and Jam
Gaiden 2 and regularly streams work on making the game's art, so that's also a neat thing you could
check out.
In A Growing Adventure, you start out on a small patch of land in a starry abyss. You press
yourself up against a piece of darkness and it begins to uncover itself. The seconds on the uncovering

block counts down until a piece of land is unveiled - as well as anything that happens to exist on that tile.
Squares with longer countdowns tend to yield monsters, though sometimes it's beneficial.
Initially, I sort of thought that this game was a roguelike, just with a neat take on the fog of war
mechanic. However, I noticed that the world was too designed to be a proper roguelike. I opened up
spaces in the world and I found dirt paths that deliberately led toward other, more important
encounters. I looked at the game's source files and indeed, the game is actually a huge map with
encounters planned out. It's a designed world with a sort of roguelike-lens to exploring it.
Knowing that the world is designed instead of being procedurally generated made exploring feel
more profound. It feels like I'm uncovering a world instead of stumbling around in the dark. There's a
sense of anticipation as a path starts to lead off toward somewhere specific and that's a feeling that I
think would be lost if A Growing Adventure was procedural.

So, onto the subject of monsters. Fighting in the game is real simple, you just move against the
enemy you want to fight. You and the enemy swing at each other, damage calculated by attack and
defense stats. An important thing to mention however are the temporary power-ups scattered around.
Among the things that you can uncover, you can find temporary stat boosts to your attack and defense
that are taken away with every turn of combat; you can also find armor and weapon shops that you can
buy into to get upgrades, with cost increasing every time you do so. So, when there's a stronger foe, you
can opt to either fight some of the small fry until you're strong enough to naturally defeat them, or just

load up on these boosts to get rid of them as soon as possible. As somebody that got really into
uncovering parts of the map, I often took the latter route so that I could get to more parts of the map
quicker, as the stronger foes are often placed at choke points.
Also, an important thing to mention is that you can just step away from most of the fights.
Enemies just sort of stay in place and fights only initiate if you choose to do so - or break open a chest or
a tree while standing next to one, which I'm guessing is more of a glitch than anything. Aside from the
few ranged enemies that shoot at you when you're close, you're in no danger. You can hit an enemy and
run away, maybe to heal so you can finish them off when you're healthier. You can use this to your
advantage to assess the strength of the boss-like enemies in the game so you'd know if you're prepared
to fight them or not. This sort of creates a relaxed pace where you can just tackle challenges whenever
you feel like it, which is nice if you prefer exploration over combat.
My biggest problem with combat was that some enemies could poison you and you getting
poisoned isn't really telegraphed. I found my health dropping even when I wasn't fighting enemies and I
didn't know what caused it until I paid closer attention. I wasn't even sure if the condition was curable
besides it going away naturally.

If you're down with this game and want to play it, I suggest that you should bring some music or
something to watch, as the game doesn't have any music. Besides, it's one of those games that's

engaging but doesn't really demand your full attention. In fact, considering that the game is solely
controlled by arrow keys, it's easy to multitask.
I watched some streams while playing this and a surprising amount of time can be sunk into the
game. There is a goal of beating a wizard final boss, but you can ignore the castle beyond the knights on
the bridge and go fight bosses in the side areas - besides, there isn't a true end state for the game after
beating him. A Growing Adventure's a nice time waster and is a good multi-tasking game. The game's
page claims that there's going to be a final version with tweaks and more features and that's something
to look forward to. Until then, the jam version of A Growing Adventure is satisfying enough.

WE ARE DOOMED
Do not let the title alarm you, my friends. Sure, there are a lot of dangerous things going on in
the world, but I'm an optimist. A depressive optimist, but an optimist. Everything will be okay.
WE ARE DOOMED is not another fatalist creed, but the name of a game! I was going through my
stuff from itch.io's A Good Bundle and decided to pick this up for review. Hey, remember when this
bundle and a bunch of other game stuff helped raise the ACLU like millions of dollars and then they went
on to help give white supremacists a big platform that resulted in injuries and a death? Anyway.

So, We Are Doomed is a game by Vertex Pop, normally available for $10 on itch.io and Steam. If
the studio's name and visual style seem familiar, maybe you've heard of Graceful Explosion Machine, a
recent release of theirs. In some ways, We Are Doomed could be considered a precursor.
There's no story or any sort of theme to the game, flat out advertised as a pure arcade action.
You're just shooting shapes in a trippy neon void and sometimes that's all you need for a game. We Are
Doomed's base gameplay is familiar to anyone that's played a twin-stick shooter, though instead of
shooting bullets, you fire a short ranged beam that tears through anyone you swing it toward. Spawning
into the arena are artifacts, which builds up your score multiplier and charges up a super beam. After
collecting enough, you can unleash the beam, your short-range burst turning into a long-range shredder
that clears through enemies and previously unbreakable asteroids, also temporarily boosting your score
multiplier to award your use. Get hit, you'll lose a life and lower your score multiplier. Lose all your lives
and obviously it's game over; the number of lives you have is set and I'm not sure if it's possible to rack
up more.
The game offers two modes to play. The first one, Waves, has you going through 30 waves of
enemies, with brief breaks between each. Even if you're kinda bad at the game, each wave has fixed
spawns, so you at least know what to expect on future tries and can practice up. You get the option of

starting at the 11th and 21st waves after you clear them, which is handy if you kinda just want to see the
challenges toward the end. Of course, if you're gunning for score, starting all the way at the beginning
and fighting your way up is the best way to do so.
As for the other mode, Endless Mode, it's exactly as the title says. No stages, no breaks, just
never-ending enemies. It's pretty much what you'd expect from an endless mode for a score attack
game.
All this comes wrapped in a colorful, vibrant presentation. The art style is presented in such a
flashy and stylish way that it makes the game's action feel satisfying. Kill an enemy and they explode
into pointed bright polygons, a score number ejected from their body. Kill a whole bunch in the same
place and it's a firework show, the arena underneath rippling and distorted from the violence. Enemies
spawn in through distortions in the game's space, a certain class of enemies being unnatural shifting
prisms, an embrace toward glitchy aesthetics. Tying it together is an energetic techno soundtrack that
feels befitting of the game's vibe, a soundtrack that doesn't get old as you force yourself to keep on
trying.
While I praise the game's flashiness when it comes to presentation, I see it as a problem
gameplay-wise - though this aspect may be subjective. As I played through the game and got better at it,
I found myself overwhelmed not by the hordes of enemies, but by the flashing colors and the
animations. It got to the point of being distracting, which usually resulted in me standing on top of a
spawn that got lost in all the pizzazz. I'm not saying that I would be a master at the game if its effects
were toned down (as you can clearly see me make amateur mistakes in that video), but it would
certainly be easier.
Most of We Are Doomed's value comes from replaying it and if something's doomed, it's going
to be your time. Even with my senses getting overwhelmed, I couldn't help but keep trying over and
over to get to the next wave and top past scores. There isn't a lot of content, which may turn some
people off, but the content that is there is pretty engaging. I definitely think fans of twin-stick shooters
will enjoy this game and for the ones that aren't fans, well, there is that video I recorded to help decide
if this game is good for you.

SHMUP STUFF BY YAL
I debated whether I should look at stuff from LD Jam 39 or Hydorah for this week. As you can
see from the title, I ended up doing neither. I remembered that I saw this neat thing on itch.io, an
engine for bullet hell games. I've previously tried making a Yume Nikki-themed shooter and while I'm
happy that I made it, I still think it's mediocre. So I look into this a bit and I see that the creator, Yal/Yaru,
has made a whole bunch games, engines and asset packs. In looking into this bullet hell engine, I
decided to look into her other shmup works, so let's dive into this together.

Yaru Danmaku Engine

So, this engine I was mentioning, it costs $14.99. Hm, seems a bit steep, what can Yal do to show
people that this is an effective engine and that she's not selling people snake oil? Why, she can make a
demo game for it!
Available for free, you can play a jokey Touhou-like game, with two characters and two stages
(the second stage not shown in the video). You go through a bunch of sequences in a stage, gathering
power from small fry and minibosses before facing a boss with more complex bullet patterns. Just kinda
the stuff you'd expect from a Touhou-like game.
As a showcase of the promised functions of the engine, it works really well. It showcases how
the engine can handle stage sequencing, bullet patterns, a power-up system, bullet grazing - pretty
much everything the engine promises to help with. I continue to be wowed by how the bullet patterns in
spell cards are used, as someone that doesn't have enough complex math knowledge to accomplish
that, and the boss enemies show some neat ones. I especially like the Divided Heart one (which by the
way, I think is ridiculous to fight against as the second character).
The game is of course not a fully-fledged one, so, why not look at other shmup stuff Yal made?

Road Warriors 2

Road Warriors 2 is a traditional vertical shmup that's available pay-what-you-want, intended to
be in the vein of CAVE shooters. The game boasts of four levels with four different difficulties, each
ending in a boss fight.
You fly down the road, shooting down attackers from some vague army. You rescue friends from
slain enemies and they rejoin you as an addition to your ship, giving more firepower. Your friends,
however, are not only just your wingmen, but they're also the game's bombs. Yes, you can callously
sacrifice one of your friends and use them as a bomb to clear the screen of bullets. It's a cold, harsh
world. It is also a neat mechanic, intentionally downgrading yourself so you can have more breathing
room, so there's a greater element of risk to using bombs besides the fear of running out.
I feel that one of the biggest threats in the game is not the hordes of bullets spewed at you, but
those awful squadron of ships that die in one hit. Initially, they don't seem like a problem, as they don't
shoot at you. The problem is that they deal contact damage. If you don't manage to shoot them down,
they'll fly offscreen and then fly back up from behind you. Unlike the game's bullets, which are glowing
and can easily be picked up, the ships are in plain colors that aren't as easily picked up. It becomes an
issue when a bunch of them start flying in at odd trajectories, all while a normal enemy is taking shots at
you, so it's easy to mess up and get crashed into. It's a simple threat but it's honestly one of the greatest
threats of the road.

As for the bosses, I think that they're pretty cool and made for satisfying level ends, bringing an
intensity that doesn't feel cheap. I'd say that the Fist King fight is my favorite, because there's a lot going
on with that fight that isn't just spewing the screen full of bullets; though, I also appreciate that bullet
jump rope that Duoblade X has. If I had a complaint about the bosses in general, it's that their defeat
almost immediately transitions into the next level and you know, I'd appreciate short breathers.
The aesthetics of the game are kinda in a weird place for me. The soundtrack, by Pip Malt, is
some grungy rock fare. However, the feel of that music is at odds with the game's look, which is
somewhat bright, almost cutesy. The music and the name being Road Warriors 2 kinda springs to mind a
more Mad Max design than anything. I think part of it is the border art for when you're playing the game
in fullscreen, which is some anime pixels over blurry action art - I really can't tell what vibe I'm supposed
to get.
Overall though, the game's pretty okay. It's an alright shooter with cool bosses and affirms to
me that if anybody would know how to make a bullet hell engine for Game Maker, it'd be Yal.

Arengius

Arengius is of course another shmup, this time a horizontal one. While you can get the game for
free since it's pay-what-you-want, there's greater incentive to pay, as paying at least $1.50 nets you a
full version with more ships and difficulties to choose from. Also, it's nice to give devs at least a dollar,
anyway.
One of the main features of Arengius is its power-up system. You can pick up turrets, side
cannons and options to shoot alongside you - and the important thing about this is that all of these can

stack. Witness as you accumulate a ridiculous amount of power, your ship bulking up as it unleashes a
hailstorm of bullets. If you run out of shield, you'll not only lose a life, but your setup thus far, which
makes dying more painful, especially if you happen to die in the middle of a boss fight. If you have the
full version, power-ups also have different variants depending on what ship you're using, features and
appearance-wise, which solidifies the different play styles each ship gives. I will say that you should be
careful the speed-up items as being too fast may cause you to crash into terrain, which is especially
dangerous in the levels with narrow passageways.
If you play on any of the Scattered difficulty settings, you start off the next level without any of
the power-ups you got, which stops you from building up into a horrifyingly powerful ship. I didn't
dabble too much with the Scattered difficulties, because making horrifyingly powerful ships was a large
part of Arengius' appeal for me.
So, while the limited version of the game gives you a basic, versatile ship, getting the full one
nets you five more to use. The other ships sort of offer different play styles, with one ship and its
variants of power-ups concentrating on strictly horizontal shooting - including firing behind you - while
another has strong shots that don't fire straight. What's the best ship out of these? Honestly: I still feel
that the initial ship is still the best one. While it's basic, it's just too practical as with sufficient powerups, it can get really good screen coverage and the sheer amount of bullets makes up for its weak
firepower. Out of the ships granted by the full version though, the Warrior has to be my favorite. While
it doesn't benefit as much from power-ups as the others (it lacks diagonal and vertical coverage, the
usually helpful "O" power-up is underwhelming, etc), its high base damage is hard to argue against - it's
also the most practical ship to use for the Scattered difficulties, being the strongest from the get-go.

When the game refers to itself as an 8-bit throwback, it doesn't solely refer to the game's style.
A lot of NES games - especially licensed ones - were weird with their settings and enemies, coming off as
a weird fever dream where inanimate objects attacked you. Arengius sort of embraces the weirdness of
NES games with its variety of settings and creatures. Sure, there are a lot of standard mechanical turrets
and ships that you'd expect from a normal shmup. But then there's the casually strange enemies, such
as the moai-like statues that throw out rings of energy, armored robot knights facing down your
spaceship in the narrow walls of a castle that's led by a large knight swinging around a flail, gas clouds
and miniature suns that split off into smaller versions of themselves, etc. There's also the whole NESesque excuse plot, with the titular Arengius being a villain that's boss of a skeleton robot army, which is
ridiculous. Arengius is very much one of those casually weird NES games and I think that's part of why it
works as a throwback.
Arengius very much feels different from the other two games in this post, besides the stylistic
choices. Even outside of Easy mode, the game feels kinda slow-paced in comparison to them. There's
also some different priorities thrown into the mix, as you very much want to make an absurd ship to go
along with the standard goal of reaching the end of the level and beating its boss. With enough
firepower, the game becomes less of a gauntlet and more like a power romp, which is an experience you
don't get with the other games. I guess if you like shooters but if want something more easygoing, this is
the game to try out out of the bunch. Of course, if you still want a harder experience, there's the
Shieldless difficulties, where you only have one hit for each life and, well, good luck with that.
So, that's some shmup stuff on itch.io that she made. Yal's also made some twin-stick shooters,
though I guess they don't fit my definition of a shmup. Anyway, Yal's shmup games are pretty alright and
they show a nice variety between each other. After seeing her experience in making these kinds of
games, there's definitely less hesitation about the bullet hell game engine she's made. So hey, if you
want a shmup to kill some time or want to make a bullet hell type game but can't figure out how to do
so, Yal's the gal to check out.

INDIE GAME: THE MOVIE (AND LIFE AFTER)
I'm going to veer offtrack from my usual content today, but it's going to be perfectly on brand.
Today, I'm looking at Indie Game: The Movie, directed and produced by James Swirsky and Lisanne
Pajot.
I remember watching the movie years ago, back at an old apartment. My memories on it are
fuzzy, so I thought that it warranted a rewatch. Another thing that called me to rewatch it was Indie
Game: Life After, a separate listing released in 2014 that includes a bunch of supplementary material
that came later, which wasn't around back when I first watched it, its running time rivaling the original
movie.
Also, as you may see, there are no screenshots of the movie. Movies exist in a different realm of
legality so I might get in trouble posting stuff from it. If you want to see the movie, hop onto Netflix or
hit up a friend with a Netflix password. Maybe I could make a rabb.it room for ya'll to watch it? But
anyway, here's my ramblings on the movie.
So, the main movie mainly revolves around Team Meat (aka Edmund McMillen and Tommy
Refenes), Phil Fish and Jonathan Blow. In a sense, their perspectives sort of show different career stages.
Jonathan Blow had already released Braid and his perspective is sort of a postmortem, Team Meat was
in the process of releasing their first big commercial release of Super Meat Boy and focuses on that,
while Phil Fish still struggled with the development of FEZ and its backstage drama.
A main idea of the movie is how indie developers can create something personal through their
efforts. It isn't necessarily just about developers making what they want to see in games, but how their
personal experiences reflect in their work. A large part of Phil Fish's arc is his struggles during
development, with constant changes, life problems and issues arising with a former partner. FEZ
revolves around making whole cubes through collecting fragments in a nice calm world, Fish likening the
experience to his desire of finding stability in his chaotic life. Watching the movie, it's really more about
the game developers and their relationship to games and development than the games themselves.
I feel that Jonathan Blow's segments were the weakest part of the documentary. Like, his lookback on Braid and general ramblings on indie games? I appreciate that. Him being unhappy with how
Braid was seen, despite being successful? Fucker. Team Meat showed the relatable fear of not being
successful and there's the issue of being briefly screwed over on release day, Phil Fish was suffering
from a chaotic development and getting dogpiled by people on the internet. Jonathan Blow's just upset
that nobody sees what he sees in the game, which kinda solidifies the "pretentious fuck" persona that
people see him as, to me. The footage of Soulja Boy roasting Braid was hilarious though. Bless this video.
Now, watching this movie today grants us the power of hindsight, so you may go into this 2012
experience with different glasses. You'll see Edmund McMillen's worries about being successful and
you'll be happy for him, knowing that he went on to find success not just with Super Meat Boy, but with
The Binding of Isaac. Watching Phil Fish isn't exactly as happy, knowing that he'll garner a reputation as
a drama starter that eventually exited the industry; seeing his early, genuine passion for wanting to
make games is kinda hard to watch, with that in mind.
So, after watching that, I moved on to Life After. Life After sort of acts as an epilogue for the
stories of Phil Fish and Team Meat, while also including a bunch of miscellaneous extras and short films

revolving around them and other developers discussing aspects of development. Jonathan Blow's sort of
in the background, but Braid's artist, David Hellman, is present for the extras to talk about the game's
art design.
While Team Meat reflects on the success of Super Meat Boy, Phil Fish finds success in an IGF
reward - success that's soured as his abrasive side starts to show, with the infamous post-movie talk
where he said that modern Japanese games suck. While the movie contains the whole scene in context
and has Phil Fish (and Jonathan Blow, who was at least constructive about it and thus avoided
vilification) dislike of modern Japanese games explained, Fish undeniably comes off as a dick about it,
which I guess was a sign of things to come.
I will say that the scene is kinda funny, watching it this year. 2017 introduced a bunch of big
budget, well received Japanese video games that weren't steeped in nostalgia. Fish's ramblings on how
the first Zelda compares to the latest Zelda at the time (Skyward Sword) is also pretty funny given how
Breath of the Wild embraces the design that he wishes for, even if it's not perfect. Hindsight sure is
something.
I think an interesting thing that Life After focuses on is how Team Meat and Phil Fish reacts to
internet commenters. Watching both of these films, even without future knowledge of Phil Fish, clearly
shows him to be bothered by what people on the internet say about him, that their words clearly get
under his skin. Team Meat on the other hand? Tommy Refenes doesn't give a shit, realizing that
negative people are impossible to please, while Edmund McMillen openly mocks these sorts of people,
with the movie playing out a video where he pretends he's an angry internet commenter with no life
and nothing but senseless anger. It's an interesting contrast, for sure.
The movie goes on to show other developers and their development processes and
philosophies. It also continues to show off Edmund McMillen, with a bunch of postmortems of his
smaller games. Life After ends off by playing the trailer for Indie Game: The Movie. And it also plays
Mega64's "action" trailer for it, which is glorious.
Indie Game: The Movie and Life After are enjoyable documentaries that shows the human side
to the development of these indie games along with ramblings on development and why people make
these games. Even if you're not terribly interested in games (if that's the case though, why are you
reading this blog?), it's interesting to watch if you like documentaries. Life After feels more disjointed,
being a collection of a bunch of clips more than anything, but the content inside is still interesting to see.
If you have Netflix or a pal with Netflix, I recommend checking it out!

LUMINOUS CORRIDOR 0
An arcade game screen greets you, flashing messages urging at least one player to start the
game. An attract mode plays underneath boxes, holding high scores and what little context there is for
the world shown underneath, wobbly landmasses growing forth as enemies unnaturally walk upon said
boxes. From what you can glean, an awful wizard has taken control of the psi crystals and Repletes have
a fiery disposition. Say no more. You hit "1" and hop right into the game.

luminous corridor 0 is a pay-what-you-want twin-stick shooter by Loren Schmidt (or,
vacuumflowers), because I haven't talked enough about shooters this month. luminous corridor 0 is a
sequel to, uh, luminous corridor 2, adding and improving a bunch of things from that game.
You are the almighty Psi Guy, blasting away at waves of enemies with your psionic powers. The
main goal isn't to beat these waves, rather, the goal is to collect the psi crystals that occasionally appear.

Collecting them seems simple, yes, but they're a force to be reckoned with if you're not careful. If you're
firing without care and hit one, it begins to violently shake, doomed to explode in a telegraphed radius.
The now explosive crystal can be diffused if you pick it up before it does so, but if you don't, not only can
the explosion hurt you, but it can also set off nearby crystals to explode, causing a chain reaction if
you're not quick and careful about things.
Characterizing the game is its cellular terrain system. Atop the black void background, paths for
monsters called sowers appear on the screen (either as checkerboard patterns or a plain red, depending
on settings). These faces begin streaking across the screen, planting cells behind them. These cells grow
and connect, forming structures across the playing field. The line-based structures in particular, as seen
in the screenshot below, are especially beautiful with how they weave and connect together to form a
large mass.

The land drawn into the world by the sowers is harmful to touch, which can be somewhat
frustrating if you touch a small chunk and die. The generated land ultimately poses the problem of
limiting your space, which can be a problem as enemy waves get more threatening. Thankfully, the land
is destructible, the cellular land breaking away to shots; the mighty Chew Chew enemies will also chew
away through land in their path, building tunnels that you can take advantage of. It may also be
beneficial to rig a crystal to explode; sure, you'll lose out on points, but the explosion also clears out a lot
of land, which is handy for when the screen gets too crowded. This and how the terrain builds itself
makes the game's arena feel very dynamic, which isn't something I can say for a lot of twin-stick games I
played for this blog.
Aside from structure generation, I feel that the game's music - by Katie Rose Pipkin - helps
define it. Instead of something high energy, the game's music feels calm. It gives an adventurous mood,
but the adventure is that of an archaeological dig, carefully combing through dirt to unearth the psi
crystals hidden within. Certainly gives a different feel from other twin-sticks, at least.
There is a co-op mode and while I couldn't rope my sister in to play this with me, I dared myself
to play both characters. Needless to say, I was bad at it, but the co-op seems to work. Two heads
certainly seem better than one, but these two heads also share lives, so there's also that greater risk of
getting a game over.
luminous corridor 0 is a nice shooter with an interesting aesthetic that's in line with
vacuumflower's other works. Though, that aesthetic may be troubling to those that are photosensitive,
so the game includes accessibility features that hopefully helps some players out and the instructions
suggest reaching out to the creator for accessibility feedback. It's always great to have games more open
to people, ya know?

DR. DARLEY AND THE CASE OF THE DEBONED CHILDREN
I've spent the last month of my summer trying to get through the last two Zero Escape games:
Virtue's Last Reward and Zero Time Dilemma. If you're into visual novels or want to get into them, I
really recommend getting into this series - like, check out that Nonary Games collection. Forget
Danganronpa, this shit is more my speed. I'd like to talk more about Zero Escape, but given the scope of
this blog, I cannot, as niche Japanese releases don't count as indie games. Life is simply unfair. However,
it has gotten me on a visual novel kick so I decided to look at a short visual novel that found its way on
itch.io's front page.

Dr. Darley and the Case of the Deboned Children is a visual novel by Lars Martinson, an artist
known for the graphic novel series Tonoharu. It's billed as a sort of crossover between Sherlock Holmes
and Grimm Fairy Tales, or at least, a crossover of their general ideas. This game is sort of a prototype, a
step into the pool of making visual novels.
A Holmes-esque Dr. Darley and Watson counterpart Mr. Homain head to the mining town of
Pelso, on a doctor's call to check on the son of Mayor Cunderfore. To the shock of Dr. Darley, he finds
that the bones in the boy's arm has disappeared. In fact, he's not the only victim - the children of the
entire town have been losing their bones. What seems like an epidemic turns into a mystery as the
setting takes a turn for the supernatural.
Going into Dr. Darley, you shouldn't be expecting a straight-laced mystery. The game kinda does
that thing where the culprit is somebody that hasn't been seen until the reveal, which is iffy for
mysteries if we're going by Knox's Ten Commandments. In fact, if we're going by that, the culprit being
supernatural (I mean come on, that's not a spoiler - but the exact cause is) is also a violation. That's not
to mention the bizarre leaps of logic Darley makes to justify the motives behind said supernatural cause.

But, being a crossover with Grimm Fairy Tales, some suspension of disbelief is welcome. In fact,
it'd be better off if you view Dr. Darley as a general story rather than as a mystery to be solved. As a
story, Dr. Darley is entertaining, the mystery aspects giving it intrigue and fantasy elements keeping
things unique. There's also a lot of humor, as the story isn't afraid to not take itself too seriously. A lot of
it comes from Darley, who, while wise and well-intentioned, really doesn't understand stuff that is
considered normal. The story even wraps up in a way that I did not expect - even knowing the fairy tale
angle - which is a great thing.

The art of the game is nice and clean, as you would expect from a cartoonist. The character
designs avoid being samey and the backgrounds set the scene nicely. The game's color palette adds to
the Victorian mystery feel of the story, while not being too muted, inviting the occasional lighthearted
shifts (usually through humor). It also does well in communicating Dr. Darley's small bits of horror - this
is a story revolving around children without bones, after all.
The biggest problem of Dr. Darley, one that you would notice immediately and something the
author acknowledges himself, is the complete lack of sound. Visual novels give that audio-visual quality
to a reading experience and with no audio, the experience feels empty. Granted, the creator makes
graphic novels, not music, and he was operating under a short timeframe as well. If this story were to be
updated in the future though, audio stuff is an absolute must. If the need for music is a big requirement
for you to read this, itch.io user RexTGun suggests some jazzy easy listening.
Dr. Darley and the Case of the Deboned Children's a nice story, though one that lacks a
fundamental aspect of visual novels. It's about the length of a short story, being around 10,000 words
long, so it doesn't take long to read through. There are hints that there could be more Dr. Darley stories,
both in the story and the fact that the URL is "darley01." If more ever does come to fruition, I'd be
interested to read them (though hopefully with audio).

JISEI
A drifter wakes up from a nap in a coffee shop, suddenly feeling ill. As he heads to the restroom,
he stumbles upon the body of a dead woman. His sickness is connected to this, as for whatever reason,
he can sense whenever somebody nearby dies and he can feel what victims felt in their last moments. In
feeling her last moments, he discovers that the woman had not died in a way that the crime scene
suggests, which adds to the mystery that begins to unfold.

My visual novel kick from playing Zero Escape continued, so I decided to check out one called
Jisei. Jisei is published under Sakevisual, the writing by Ayu Sakata, art by M. Beatriz Garcia, music by
Marc Conrad Tabula and a bunch of other fellas providing voice work. The game normally goes for an
asking price of $8.99 – 9.99. I ended up getting the game when it was pay-what-you-want in the
aftermath of Hurricane Harvey, when the studio put their games on sale to donate proceeds.
So, after the body is discovered, everyone is told to stay at the coffee shop by a Detective Gurski
until the police formally arrive. In the meantime, the protagonist is stuck as the most likely suspect. I
mean, in all fairness, what did he expect? Like yeah buddy, you have the power to feel somebody's dying
moments, but that doesn't mean you should go around touching dead bodies without telling anyone
that there even is one. I'm sure that refusing to tell the investigating detective your name also helps
your case, my dude.

But, Detective Gurski is understanding and asks for the protagonist's cooperation in
investigating if he wants to clear his name. And by cooperate, he actually means that the protagonist
should do the investigating, since he's the main character and all. Which is ridiculous, considering that
Gurski's introductory scene has him establishing himself as an extremely competent detective; why he
just takes a backseat while you give all the questions makes no damn sense to me.

You spend much of the game consulting Detective Gurski and gathering information from the
other characters. There's the barista Chance, college boy Kizaki and working woman Miss Bergstrom.
You get information from them and report back to the detective, the detective suggests how to follow
up on that, you get more information and so-on. As the story progresses, like any proper mystery,
everyone starts to seem more suspicious with no solid alibi and possible motives revealing themselves.
There's even a bad ending that you can get at a certain dialogue option that will really mislead you - this
bad ending is also properly explained in the game's epilogue, so it's a good red herring without it being
wildly out of place.
A thing that bothers me about the story is how it treats the more supernatural aspects of it. The
story doesn't dwell too much on the protagonist's powers, only being given brief mentions after the
beginning of the game. For a power that's followed him for much of his life and part of the game's very
premise, you'd expect more information about it. Given the ending, it feels like something that'd be

covered in the sequel, Kansei, but leaving the nature of the protagonist's power up to a sequel hook
leaves a lot to be desired.
In fact, I would say that a lot of the visual novel feels incomplete. You don't learn too much
about the other characters aside from what they reveal in exposition and there isn't really any flavor
text outside of your railroaded questioning. You don't even know enough about you, because aside from
the supernatural stuff, there's very little details on the protagonist. You don't even learn his name,
which is kinda ridiculous.
That leads me to the game's most glaring flaw: it's just too short. The game's about an hour long
- and that's if you're listening to all the voice acting. Normally, I'm not too finicky about the price-time
investment ratio for games. However, that's usually because I usually find the short amount of time
spent satisfying. As I said, I found the story to be lacking, which makes the game's shortness feel like
much more of a problem. If it were longer, I'd imagine that the story would be more fleshed out.

What I don't have a problem with is the art. The character portraits look nice and I appreciate
that they're distinct from each other. Kizaki's personally my favorite, but then again, I'm biased for
nervous boys. While there aren't a lot of backgrounds, they generally look nice and I appreciate the
detail that goes into them. I especially love the coffee shop, it just looks so nice and welcoming - it really
makes me want to enjoy a nice cup. The game generally has a very bright and colorful look that's nice to
look at, though some would argue that the looks aren't befitting of a murder mystery; I would argue

back that the story doesn't have the tension to necessitate a darker look, as the story even
acknowledges that the characters are in no further danger after the body was found.
I'm kinda mixed about the game's voice work. I generally considered the voice acting alright,
with Chance's as my favorite while the mysterious voice that comes to the protagonist's aid is my least
favorite. My problem with the voice acting mainly lies in delivery. There are moments when characters
are acting careful and hesitant, but they deliver their lines faster than you'd expect their behavior to
indicate; a lot of delivery feels rather brisk, actually. Again though, the voices themselves were generally
okay and you know, after I've played a bunch of games with full of known voice actors, it's nice to hear
voices from fresh talent.
The game's accompanied by some music, much of it very piano-focused, with one track of
unsettling ambient noise that's appropriately used for scenes dealing with the body. I wouldn't say that
the soundtrack is memorable, but it creates a nice atmosphere for your investigations. It really does add
to the presentation of the game, helping establish the presentation as the game's strongest suit.
The presentation of Jisei? Pretty good. The story? Ehh. And that's not really something I should
be "ehh" about. I get the feeling that a lot of unanswered stuff is answered in Jisei's sequels, but there
isn't enough content to act as a sufficient hook to see those answers. Maybe the sequels improve in this
area? I don't know. I normally try to be positive on this blog, but in spite of the game's presentation, I'd
have to give Jisei a pass.

